Intisoft Launches Xentric XML Server
Hong Kong (December 11, 2000) Intisoft Commerce Technology Lab, one of the Asia’s leading ebusiness software providers, today announced the newest XML native server software product,
Xentric TM. Xentric enables real-time collaborative e-business and provides full integration to a
variety of legacy data and ERP systems that meets the demand of traditional companies and
Internet Marketplaces.
“Xentric is powerful XML application and messaging platform and will be and adopted for the
collaborative e-business environment,” said Mr. Dominic Leung, Director of Intisoft. “We focus
on producing state-of-the-art Internet software technologies for businesses that are looking to
leverage the Net to drive new revenue streams, reduce implementation time and costs, and to
automate business processes between trading partners and clients securely, dynamically, and in
real-time, Xentric is their solution.”
Xentric is a critical building block for the e-business revolution. Xentric was specifically designed
to enable “Collaborative E-Business” that features an extensible, open standards XML-based
architecture to integrate with other applications and business information sources easily. It is
convenient for all enterprises to streamline their business and supply chains, as well as to
collaborate with their trading partners without major modifications to their existing technology
infrastructure.
Features and Benefits of Xentric
Xentric is a comprehensive, open platform for e-service development and deployment. It
guarantees time-to-market and competitive advantages in collaborative e-business environment.
In short, Xentric provides:

•

Easy Conversion:
XML architecture enabling aggregating of information from disparate information sources.

•

Dynamic structure:
The application beans approach allows applications built on Xentric to extend functionalities
easily while maintaining manageability.

•

High Availability:
Deploy large-volume sites in multi-server arrays with native support for load balancing, and
service-level failover capability for mission critical business.

•

XML native:
provides native support for XML document management, storage, manipulation, transformation
and routing, which offers XML-intensive and hierarchical data processing applications greatest
flexibility and optimal performance.

•

High Adaptability:
The use of built-in data source handlers provides seamless integration to ERP systems, legacy
applications, e-marketplaces, and content providers.

•

High Scalability:
intelligent caching and distributed architecture designed for outstanding performance and
scalability.

•

Flexibility:
New attributes or data fields can be added at any time without disrupting the existing structure or
breaking any existing application code by XML technology.

•

Open Standards:
LDAP, XML, ODBC, SOAP, Biztalk, xCbl, Java, JSP, EJB, PHP, WAP, Xpath, Xlink, XSLT

Xentric is available on all platforms including Linux, Sun Solaris, Microsoft Windows NT &
2000, Compaq Alpha and Unix. Xentric has demonstrated successful B2B integration and emarketplace solutions with a daunting number of e-business forerunners using XML-based
technology.
About Intisoft Commerce Technology Lab
Intisoft Commerce Technology Lab, a business unit of Intisoft Asia Limited, is a leading
developer of Internet software technologies and focuses on the e-business arena. Intisoft provide
powerful and flexible e-business solutions with open standards-based XML technology. Found in
1998, Intisoft provide professional products, services, and Internet technologies, complemented by
strategic marketing consultation, creative production expertise, program tracking and
measurement. Intisoft’s products enable businesses to create and extend with suppliers and
partners, all of which enhances customer satisfaction.
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